


PRESERVING ITS HISTORICAL ESSENCE  as a late 19th-century corner shop, 
the three-storey Rozelle sandstone dwelling was transformed into a family sanctuary 
by Yasmine Ghoniem of YSG. “The master bedroom transitioned to a generous 
bathroom nestled between the young adult sisters’ sleeping quarters with doors 
adjoining their spaces. Removing existing plasterboard walls and joinery revealed the 
beautiful original sandstone walls plus a vaulted ceiling which we painted a dreamy 
peach tone (previously concealed behind a low plaster ceiling). The diagonal bands of 
the alternating rose-tinted limestone tiles grant the illusion of sunlight streaming 
through the window. The vanity mirror faces the window, bouncing light around. An 
angled porcelain tub floating on orbs adds a modern twist, while a floor-mounted brass 
tap and custom floating marble soap shelf with rusty spider veins (repurposed from an 
original fireplace downstairs) add an aged patina. Anchoring the room, slate-like Pietra 
Verde stone articulates the vanity and splashback plus the raised edge of the generous 
shower chamber behind it.” What luxury item did you choose for this bathroom regardless of 
budget? “The Water Monopoly ‘Rockwell’ bath from The English Tapware Company 
– it’s the off-centre centrepiece. No matter how busy your day is, you’d always find time 
for a soak in this, ideally mid-morning on weekends when the sun filters in.” ysg.studio
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Builder Promena Projects. Stonemason Mediterranean Marble. Wall finish Existing sandstone wall revealed. Tadelakt plaster in a custom bone shade 
and custom peach French-wash ceiling painted by Creative Finish Sydney. Flooring 100 x 100 tumbled ‘Bottocino’ and ‘Biancone’ tiles combined in a 

striped pattern from Bisanna. Vanity Custom vanity by YSG in honed Pietra Verde natural stone from Euro Marble. Mirror Custom mirror cabinet by YSG 
in stained timber frame made by joiner Jonathan West. Basin Duravit ‘D Code’ undermount washbasin in White from Villa Di Milano. Basin tapware 
Astra Walker ‘Icon’ wall set spout and mixer in Brown Bronze from Astra Walker. Bath The Water Monopoly ‘Rockwell’ bath from The English Tapware 

Company. Bath tapware ‘Icon’ floor-mounted bath mixer in Brown Bronze from Astra Walker. Towel rail Futagami towel hanger in brass from The DEA 
Store. Lighting ‘FlatWhite Opal’ wall lights from ADesign Studio. Accessories Feature stone soap ledge affixed to wall beside bath repurposed from an 

existing fireplace in cream with golden spider veins. ‘Compass’ shower hook in brass from Studio Henry Wilson. Silk slip hanging on shower hook is 
client’s own. Shigaraki vase in rustic ceramic glaze used as soap dish from The DEA Store.
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